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In order to receive CPE credit
– Be sure to sign in or scan your badge for this session
– You must stay in the session for the duration of the training
– This session is eligible for 1 hour of CPE
– CPE certificates are emailed directly to you within 4 weeks of the conference date to the 

same email address you used to register

CPE Process
CPE credit administered 

in coordination with 
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Hyper-Niche Focused in Accounting Technology for 10 years

Top 40 Under 40

Top 20 Under 40 Superstar Professionals 

Member of the distinguished Top 25 Thought Leaders since 
2017

Recognized as one of the Most Powerful Women in 
Accounting, 2018

Member of the Information Technology Alliance (ITA) 

Member of the American Marketing Association (AMA)

About today’s speaker

Kacee Johnson, MBA
Strategic Advisor, CPA.com
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Agenda

First agenda item – Building your Strategy1

2

3 Final agenda item – Making the Competition Irrelevant

Next agenda item – Riding the Wave of Digital Disruption



Building Your Strategy
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Firms are searching for a response to the 
commoditization of services in the new digital age

All firms continue to repeat the mantra of ‘quality’ 
which is an unmeasurable and ephemeral concept 
that adds no value as a proposition since it is 
assumed by the buyer, that all professional firms 
are offering high-quality services

The internet leads to quick and easy 3 minute 
assessments, and comparisons between your firm 
and the competition

The uberization of professional services
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To engage with someone who is:
a. Familiar with their business sector 

b. Who understands the pressures and 
opportunities that they face 

c. Who can be a trusted advisor.

Hence, the RICHES are in the NICHES!

What the clients want…
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Innovative companies focus on the creation of new markets at the product 
development stage. They do not look at winning from competitors, but on 
making the competition irrelevant by creating “blue ocean” opportunities 
(i.e. uncontested market places in which new client demands are met)

Creating, not finding blue oceans
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Compete in the market space

Red Ocean Strategy

Compete in the market space

Beat the competition

Exploit existing demand

Make the value-cost-trade-off

Align the whole system of a firm’s activities with 
it’s strategic choice of differentiation or low cost

Blue Ocean Strategy

Create uncontested market space

Make the competition irrelevant

Create and capture new demand

Break the value-cost-trade-off

Align the whole system of a firm’s activities in 
pursuit of differentiation or low cost
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But Blue Ocean Strategy is not possible 
for professional service firms”

Common Argument
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2003 – Deloitte Australia (Giam Swiegers became CEO), had lackluster performance behind its Big 4 competitors 
for years. Clients were mainly SMEs, company viewed as conservative/old school

Innovation for Effective Change

Granular corporate design – strategic architecture able to respond quickly and effectively to change. Pushed 
across to other country units once concepts were proven.

Implemented technology to share frameworks and KPIs across all departments. 

Social initiative: changed their old market boundaries, eliminated internal assumptions 

Clients & staff received a holistic approach to their growth and performance strategies through the new 
Innovation and Leadership Academies – both commercialized in 2008 

UBEANI – online accounting software for AUS clients. Focused on forecasting and economic consulting. 

Data rich organization, sourced it for strategic decision making. 

Engaged clients socially and via live forums through an iPhone app for continuous conversations to foster client 
engagement. 

Innovation zone to get employee buy-in, publicly recognized and awarded

Accounting firm example
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Highest performing of the Big 4

Has 87 of the top 100 ASX corporate 
clients Numerous innovation and 
employer choice awards

Productivity increase by 21%

51% increase in revenue growth

Ranked #1 consulting provider 
globally by revenue 

(Source: Kennedy Report, 2017)

Results
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Landscape

Law firm example

Mid-2000s when 

national law firms 

started acquiring a 

bigger share in the 

international clientele 

market

Many large 

international law firms 

entered Kazakhstan, 

which is the region’s 

biggest economy – its 

GDP is five times 

bigger than the 

combined GDP of all 

the other Central 

Asian countries. 

The entire legal 

market in Central Asia 

is a red ocean with all 

firms pursuing one 

primary objective: to 

increase their market 

share. Firms tend to 

follow the same 

pattern: stick with 

existing clients, pitch 

for more projects, 

charge less etc.
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Innovator:
Centil created an electronic platform where clients can get free 
advice. The software that will eventually create corporate documents, 
significantly reducing manual work internally, and provides clients 
with more focused content, optimizing the firm’s use of resources.

Result:
Centil acquired prestigious “non-customers” including the Uzbek 
government, state-owned corporations, and began working with major 
international management consulting firms. 
Customer satisfaction scores and sales increased by double digits. 
Website visitors doubled in 12 months
Recognized by The Lawyer’s “Law firm of the year: Russia, Ukraine & 
the CIS” Award in both 2017 and 2018 
Received The Law Society’s “Award for Excellence in International 
Legal Services” in 2016



Riding the Wave of Digital 
Disruption
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How tech is transforming the practice 

Over Last Decade 

Business Cloud Accounting 

&

Digitalization of Personal 

Finance

• Enabled By Cloud & Mobile

• Cloud Accounting created CAS Practice

Over Coming Years

All Business & Personal 

Data Now In The Cloud

Next tech wave will create 

intelligent systems

• Enabled by AI, Machine Learning, Chatbots, 

Blockchain, TBD. 

• Dramatic changes & opportunities for Audit, 

Tax, and CAS Areas 
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Information Insight Influence Impact

ASSEMBLE

ANALYSE

ADVISE

APPLY

Evolution of accounting & finance role

Comfort Zone Value Zone
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Flip your perspective

Pain points represent client and 
revenue opportunities

Understand the buyer persona and 
engagement cycle

Few organizations realize how many 
utility spaces they could explore or, 
on the flip side, the need to narrow 

focus
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CHANGE YOUR 
PERSPECTIVE

On IT…

START WITH 
BUSINESS NEEDS

& Big Ideas…
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Apple and Dell are the only ones in this 
industry making money. They make it 
by being Walmart. We make it by being 
innovative.

–Steve Jobs

The Differentiation Strategy
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Roadmap to reconstructing a firm

Stand Out

Working Efficiently

Appropriate Systems

Additional Services

To stand out from the 
crowd, a practice has 
to deliver greater 
value via advisory 
services. The nature 
of that advice should 
be wide-ranging.

Are our clients 
working as 
efficiently as they 
could be?

Do they have 
appropriate 
systems and 
processes in 
place?

Do they require 
additional services 
to make their 
working lives 
easier?

*Tip: You must say no to wrong clients!
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1. Product

2. Price

3. Branding

4. Expertise

5. Convenience

6. Variety or specialization

Ways to differentiate



Making the Competition 
Irrelevant
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Step 1: Become an Early Adopter of Technology
Stop looking at technology as merely an operational expense and see it as a competitive advantage.

Fundamentally shift your view of IT
• To gain market share
• Launch competitive products
• Enhance services

These advancements allow small 
businesses to realize the same 
benefits as large business 
counterparts and compete on an even 
playing field. 
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Software as a Service*

Blockchain

Cognitive Expert Advisors (AI) 

Big Data & Analytics*

Source: 2017 CPA.com Megatrends identified from Gartner Hype Cycle

Key trends for the profession 

Machine Learning

Virtual Assistants

Innovation 
Trigger

Peak of
Inflated 

Expectations
Trough of 

Disillusionment
Slope of

Enlightenment
Plateau of 

Productivity

TIME

EXPECTATIONS

* These trends plotted by CPA.com
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Systems of 
Record

Systems of 
Engagement

Engagement 
Analytics

Systems of 
Intelligence

Systems of 
Disruption

ERP, CRM

Cloud, Mobile

BI, Dashboards

AI, Machine Learning

Transformed Services

Today

*Geoffrey Moore – Digital Transformation Maturity Model, 2017

Digital transformation: A majority model*
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New technology changes the nature of 
competition. 

Michael Porter, Harvard Business Review
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Millennials will embrace

Engage Tech consultants

Partner with Apps that ensure training and seamless 
onboarding

Tools retain talent

100% buy-in or low adoption

Communicate. Communicate. Communicate.

Listen to staff on needs / wants

Try before you Buy

It starts with culture

In-services

Continuing education

Step 2: Build A tech-oriented, client-centric team

I’m your future employee
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What is client-centric?
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Step 3: Turn big ideas into competitive advantage

1 Differentiate products and services

Commoditization is an increasing threat in so 
many industries because there are just so 
many choices in the market. Innovative uses 
of technology could improve a product or 
service, or it could be used to improve 
delivery resulting in greater market share and 
customer satisfaction.

3 Innovate business processes  
Look to those using existing processes for big 
ideas that will help them do their job more 
efficiently and effectively.

Improve customer experience 2

Studies have shown that most Americans would 
try a new brand or company for a better 

customer experience. The Internet of Things 
(IoT) provides opportunity to connect the 

physical and digital worlds, and could be a way 
to raise your product above the competition.

Give employees the experience they want 4

Give them the tools and resources to be successful –
they are more likely to stay. Make work technology as 

fun or interesting as those for personal use. 
Gamification!
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Transcend the routine
Develop specialized knowledge

Stay ahead of automation wave
Be valued for expertise and 
insight

Translate data into wisdom

Trusted advisors role 

Source: “The Big Switch & Beyond” – Nicholas Carr, Author
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The Blockchain Opportunity
Podcast 
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• Foundational

• Global accounting and 
finance professionals 

• 15 hours

• Format:
- Live workshop 
- Video webcast 
- Self-study online 

• Interactive learning 
experiences In
du

st
ry

-S
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ci
fic

 

• Intermediate learning modules

• 4-hour industry-specific 
- Supply Chain 
- Financial Services
- Healthcare
- Insurance

• Format:
- Video webcast
- Self-study online

Pr
ac

tic
e-

Ar
ea

s

• Intermediate learning 
modules

• 8-hour practice area specific 
- Audit & Assurance 
- Tax 

• Format:
- Live workshop
- Video webcast
- Self-study online

https://certificates.aicpastore.com/blockchain



Questions?
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Rate this session
1. Select Sessions 2. Select Title 3. Add Rating
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Material Download
Session slides can be found on the QuickBooks Connect agenda page

https://quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/

1) Find the session on the agenda

2) Select + for more information

3) Download PDF of slides
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